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The lifetime gift tax exemption is at an all-time high of $11.7 million per 
individual and $23.4 million per couple.  However, under current law, these 
amounts are scheduled to decrease to $5 million per individual and $10 million 
per couple, indexed for inflation, after December 31, 2025. To increase tax 
revenue, the Biden administration is pushing to decrease the limits sooner than 
later. For this reason, wealthy couples may want to consider leveraging a Spousal 
Lifetime Access Trust, more commonly referred to as a SLAT, to take advantage of 
the current lifetime gift tax exemption.

What is a SLAT?
A SLAT is an irrevocable trust that a spouse establishes for use by their spouse, who is a beneficiary of 
the trust. Descendants such as children and grandchildren may also be included as beneficiaries. Once 
the donor spouse transfers assets to the SLAT, they lose legal ownership, control, and access to those 
assets. However, they may have access to or benefit from the assets indirectly through their spouse. 
SLATs allow spouses to access the funds immediately, even while the donor spouse is still alive. 

Once a SLAT is established, the donor spouse transfers assets to the SLAT as a gift. The value of the 
transferred assets counts against the donor’s lifetime gift tax exemption, and the transferred assets are 
then excluded from both spouse’s estates for estate tax purposes.  

Current Guidance
Even though the current lifetime gift tax exemption amounts are scheduled to sunset by 2026, 
taxpayers can utilize the full exemption without fear of clawbacks. The Treasury Department confirmed 
that taxpayers who use the current lifetime gift tax exemption amount will not be adversely affected 
when the exemption amount reverts back to $5 million, indexed for inflation, in 2026. Basically, 
taxpayers will not face a future clawback if they have taken advantage of the current lifetime gift tax 
exemption limit even though it’s scheduled to decrease in the future.
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Reciprocal Trust Doctrine
SLATs can be a powerful estate planning tool, and it is not uncommon for each spouse to create a 
SLAT for the other. However, it’s important not to violate the “reciprocal trust doctrine.” On a very 
basic level, the two SLATs must be sufficiently different from one another; otherwise, the IRS can 
ignore the irrevocability of the trusts and pull assets back into the spouses’ estate for federal estate 
tax purposes.

SLAT Requirements
When transferring assets to a SLAT, the assets must be owned individually by the donor spouse 
and not be joint assets. If couples have joint assets, they will have to be converted to individually 
owned assets and timed adequately to avoid the IRS’s “step transaction doctrine.” Otherwise, the IRS 
may take the position that a spouse transferred an asset to an irrevocable trust to which they are a 
beneficiary.

Considerations
One thing to consider is that a SLAT is a grantor trust, and as such, the donor spouse pays tax on any 
income generated by the assets in the trust. If an asset is sold and results in a significant capital gain, 
the donor spouse will realize the capital gain on their personal tax return. Since the donor spouse 
has no actual ownership over the trust’s assets, they may not have the financial ability to pay the 
taxes owed.

Another thing to consider is that a SLAT is irrevocable. It cannot be altered nor amended, so if a 
couple gets divorced, the ex-spouse will continue to be the beneficiary. Further, as grantor by law, 
the donor spouse would have to pay income taxes on any trust earnings that benefits their former 
spouse.
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Final Thoughts

With potential changes to the lifetime gift tax exemption, it’s 

a good idea to review your estate plan. This document is only 

meant to provide an overview of a SLAT and is not a substitute 

for speaking with our advisors. If you would like to learn more 

about SLATs and discuss your unique situation, please contact 

our office.
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About WebsterRogers LLP
WebsterRogers LLP is a leading South Carolina-based accounting and consulting firm that provides a 
broad spectrum of assurance, tax and advisory services to our clients.

Founded in 1984 on the principles of quality, integrity and dedication to client service, our success is 
directly related to our strong commitment to both our people and our clients.  WebsterRogers offers the 
degree of personal attention, responsiveness and accessibility our clients expect and deserve—coupled 
with national resources that can satisfy their needs.

Over the past 31 years, the Firm has grown from one small office in Florence to nine full-service offices 
throughout the state of South Carolina serving a diverse client base.  WebsterRogers is currently the 
second largest public accounting and consulting firm domiciled in the state of South Carolina and one of 
the 175 largest in the United States.

When you work with WebsterRogers, you gain the resources of a national accounting and consulting firm 
while receiving the personal attention and dedication you would expect from a local firm.

That’s the power of commitment.  That’s the power of WebsterRogers.

WebsterRogers LLP
1411 Second Loop Road
Florence, SC 29505

(843) 665-5900

info@websterrogers.com

www.websterrogers.com


